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ART PROJECT DESCRIPTION

We are a creative, enthusiastic and experienced team with passion for street 
photography. That’s how our dream was born to create an art platform to help 
curate and finance the exhibitions of emerging street photographers. 

In the Netherlands at the moment there is no gallery that focuses specifically at 
the emerging street photography. For many talented street photographers it is 
problematic to showcase their works outside of internet to the public and some 
even get discouraged and stop their art activity.

Who we are
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Emerging photographers have innovative visions and wonderful ideas but often 
have low income, lack of resources, contacts and knowledge when it comes to 
making the exhibitions. All these factors do not encourage artists to develop.

RAW streetphoto gallery has decided to take the challenge to create in spite of all 
difficulties an art platform, which gives such rare possibilities and opportunities for 
street photographers. We propose for the artists opportunities like: help to make 
solo/group exhibitions, support with financial resources and have valuable curating 
advice.  RAW streetphoto gallery brings finally new values and discovers new sides 
of photography.

About street photography platform
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The gallery is based in Rotterdam center and easy for public access, what is a great 
benefit to attract more audience. We try to support photographers from Dutch art 
schools, art colleges but also we are more then happy to welcome international 
artists and collaborators as well. 

The main tasks of the gallery consists out of working with artist, selecting works, 
make graphic preparations, design and print of brochures, promotion of the events, 
creation and sending of invitations, opening of the show and finally running the 
exhibition.

All mentioned organizational work has a high financial cost that is heavy to handle 
for a small organization. Thus we are calling for your help and support!  Your 
donation is crucial for our sustainable development.

Art platform functionality 
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RAW streetphoto gallery makes the photo exhibition every month and a half. It is 
accompanied with many art events and photographers meet-ups. 

With the raised money of your sponsorship for RAW streetphoto gallery, you will 
not only help to realize our idea of the art platform, but have enough of financial 
resources to support all necessary materials, equipment, preparative work and 
promotions.

With your donation you will help new talents to emerge, have a chance to share 
their works directly with public and get recourses to accommodate bigger projects.

Why do we need your help?
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Your help is of greatest importance for us in order to sustain art platform, develop 
it and have freedom expression. Your help gives us courage to look for the future, 
explore new possibilities of photography, exhibition curating, developing the art 
scene – and simply establishing the street photography art platform. 

Why is your help important for us?
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With your help we can build a unique idea into a successful art 
platform that will support many arising artist in the future. Many 
thanks for yours attention and your support! 

Sincerely,

RAW photo gallery team:

   Ksenija Serbina – Graphic designer
    Tatiana Kobrina – Social network
    Maxim Shifman  – Web support
    Alexey Shifman – Owner/ Curator

Remerciements 

TOGETHER WE WILL DO IT!
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